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Abstract

2011). For teachers of adult literacy classes, it
is particularly difficult to find reading material
that is appropriate for their students. While the
need for authentic reading material with particular linguistic characteristics has also been pointed
out for foreign language teaching (Chinkina et al.,
2016), the issue in the functional illiteracy context is even more pressing given that adult literacy
classrooms are highly culturally and linguistically
diverse. Learners have heterogeneous biographical and educational backgrounds, they may or may
not be native speakers of German, and their low
literacy skills may or may not be associated with
a cognitive disability, which is commonly considered to include, among others, populations with
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), dyslexia, intellectual disorders, traumatic brain injuries, aphasia, dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, and Attention
Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder (Friedman and
Bryen, 2007; Huenerfauth et al., 2009). This substantial diversity has to be considered when selecting teaching materials, also making the use
of textbooks particularly questionable. In practice, adult literacy teachers depend on identifying
appropriate materials for their classes online using standard content search engines like Google
or Bing. However, identifying adequate reading
material for readers with lower reading skills is
a challenging task: Huenerfauth et al. (2009) and
Feng (2009) point out that many texts that are accessible at low literacy levels actually target children and their content may thus be ill-suited for
adult readers; texts of interest to adult readers often require higher levels of literacy. Vajjala and
Meurers (2013) show that the reading level of web
query results obtained using Bing is variable, but
on average quite high. Web content specifically
designed for readers with low reading skills is not
necessarily suited for all learners either, due to the
diversity of conditions that result in low literacy

We present KANSAS, a search engine designed to retrieve reading materials for functional illiterates and learners of German as a
Second Language. The system allows teachers
to refine their searches for teaching material
by selecting appropriate readability levels and
(de)prioritizing linguistic constructions. In addition to this linguistically-informed query result ranking, the system provides visual input
enhancement for the selected linguistic constructions.
Our system combines state-of-the-art Natural
Language Processing (NLP) with light-weight
algorithms for the identification of relevant linguistic constructions. We have evaluated the
system in two pilot studies in terms of the identification of linguistic constructions and the
identification of readability levels. Both pilots
achieved highly promising results and are being followed by full-fledged performance studies and usability tests.

1 Introduction
We present KANSAS, a linguistically-informed
search engine designed to support teachers for
adult literacy and German as a Second Language
(GSL) classes in their search for appropriate reading materials.1 Functional illiteracy describes the
inability to read or write short coherent texts. This
includes the inability to comprehend everyday
reading materials such as information brochures
or operating instructions. It is a pressing issue for
modern society; approximately 7.5 million people in Germany are functional illiterates, which
corresponds to 14.5% of the working-age population (18-64 years) (Riekmann and Grotlüschen,
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als (Eraslan et al., 2017; McCarthy and Swierenga,
2010).
The article is structured as follows: First, we
give some background on related work. In Section 3, we then describe our system’s technical
implementation and general workflow. We put a
special focus on its two main components: the algorithm for the identification of relevant linguistic
constructions and the readability assessment algorithm. We then present the preliminary evaluation
of these two algorithms from two pilot studies,
which are currently being extended by follow up
studies. We conclude with an outlook on future
steps.

skills (Yaneva, 2015). Our system is designed to
support teachers in this challenging task of identifying appropriate material by combining content
queries with the flexible (de)prioritization of relevant linguistic constructions and filtering results
by readability levels.
The system design is based on insights from
Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research.
Similar to SLA, the acquisition of reading and
writing skills, even in the L1, does not happen implicitly through exposure but through explicit instruction. Thus, insights from SLA research are
highly relevant for the context of literacy training. The importance of input for successful language acquisition is well-established in SLA research (Krashen, 1977; Swain, 1985). According
to Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (Krashen, 1977),
learning is facilitated by exposure to input that
is slightly more advanced than a learner’s current state of language competence (i+1). We promote the identification of appropriate texts by offering a readability level filter that is designed
to specifically target the reading competence of
functional illiterates. Another insight from SLA
research that we included in the design of our
system is that the salience of linguistic constructions and the recognition of these constructions
by the learner is a crucial component of language learning, as established by Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990). One prominent
approach to promote salience of linguistic constructions is (visual) input enhancement (Smith,
1993) in terms of, e.g., colors, font changes, or
spacing. KANSAS integrates these two aspects
by i) giving users the option to promote search
results that contain relevant linguistic constructions and by ii) visually enhancing these constructions in the reading text. By taking the perspective of SLA research into consideration, we also
approach a broader group of learners, including
GSL. This matches the reality of most German literacy classes, which are not only attended by native speakers with reading deficiencies but also by
some non-native speakers. Also, while KANSAS
is designed for educational purposes and focuses
on the functional illiterate reading population, it
can also facilitate the identification of well-suited
reading materials in ordinary web searches conducted by users with low literacy skills, who face
the same issues as literacy teachers when it comes
to the identification of accessible reading materi-

2 Background
In addition to other information retrieval systems
that have been designed for the purpose of language acquisition, our work heavily draws on previous work on readability assessment in the context of SLA research, research on the accessibility
of reading materials for users with cognitive disabilities, and specifically on German illiteracy research.
2.1

Related Systems

The idea of retrieving and making use of authentic
web texts for language learning purposes has been
investigated in several research approaches.
The ICALL systems VIEW and WERTi provide
input enhancement techniques for websites (Meurers et al., 2010). They support visually enhancing selected linguistic constructions in order to
make them more salient to the learner. Furthermore, they automatically generate fill-in-the-gap
exercises for these constructions and embed them
into the websites in real-time.
Another productive line of research investigates
the design of search engines for language learners. The REAP tutoring system (Brown and Eskenazi, 2004) helps selecting appropriate reading
material from a digital library data base by matching texts against a student model focusing on vocabulary acquisition. It has also been ported to
Portuguese (Marujo et al., 2009). Ott and Meurers
(2011) developed LAWSE, a search engine prototype that takes reading difficulty measures into account. A similar system is READ-X (Miltsakaki
and Troutt, 2007), a search engine that analyzes
text readability by making use of traditional readability formula.
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Finally, the FLAIR system (Form-Focused
Linguistically Aware Information Retrieval) by
Chinkina et al. (2016) emphasizes the importance
of including grammar knowledge into such information retrieval systems. FLAIR integrates grammatical patterns specified in an official English L2
class curriculum into a content-based search engine. The system allows users to rerank search
results by assigning weights to linguistic constructions. Furthermore, it visually enhances these constructions in a simple reading view and allows to
filter texts for readability based on a readability
formula. KANSAS adapts FLAIR to German and
focuses primarily on the special needs of functional literacy training.
2.2

to readability modeling are not feasible for these
populations due to a lack of (labeled) training data
(Yaneva et al., 2016). Although there are corpusbased approaches to comparative readability assessment for low literacy readers (cf., e.g., Feng
et al., 2009; Yaneva et al., 2016), eye-tracking
studies are more common in research on readability assessment for these groups: Rello et al. investigate the effect of noun frequency and noun length
(Rello et al., 2013a) and the effect of number representations (Rello et al., 2013b) on the readability and comprehensibility of texts for Spanish L1
readers with dyslexia. Eraslan et al. (2017) investigate general information extraction strategies of
users with high functioning autism on web pages
using eye-tracking and Yaneva et al. (2015) employ eye-tracking to study attention patterns of
readers with ASD in contextualized documents
containing images as well as text material. They
derive recommendations from their findings to improve text accessibility for readers with low literacy skills. Among other things, they recommend the use of plain English matching Easy-toRead requirements as suitable in their complexity for readers with ASD. With this, they link
eye-tracking research to another increasingly popular approach for the evaluation of reading materials for populations with cognitive disabilities:
the adherence to guidelines for the production of
Easy-to-Read materials. Easy-to-Read materials
are specifically designed to enhance the accessibility of texts for readers with cognitive disabilities; examples are the guidelines by Nomura et al.
(2010) and Freyhoff et al. (1998). These guidelines comment on text layout as well as on language complexity. Yaneva (2015) operationalizes
some of the language-focused recommendations
in Freyhoff et al. (1998)’s Easy-to-Read guidelines
in terms of automatically accessible linguistic features. She uses the resulting algorithm to evaluate web material marked as Easy-to-Read document in terms of their compliance to these guidelines and their similarity to material specifically
designed for two target populations of Easy-toRead language: readers with ASD and readers
with mild ID. Yaneva et al. (2016) use this algorithm to evaluate reading materials for readers
with cognitive disabilities in terms of their compliance to Easy-to-Read standards.

Readability Assessment

Readability assessment is the task of matching
texts to readers of a certain population based on
the (linguistic) complexity of the text. The earliest
approach is the use of simple readability formulas such as the Flesch-Kincaid formula (Kincaid
et al., 1975) or the Dale-Chall readability formula
(Chall and Dale, 1995); see DuBay (2006) for an
overview. These formulas are still widely used
in non-linguistic studies (Esfahani et al., 2016;
Grootens-Wiegers et al., 2015) and in information
retrieval systems (cf. Section 2.1). However, readability formulas are known to be highly limited
and potentially unreliable as they only capture superficial text properties such as sentence and word
length (Feng et al., 2009; Benjamin, 2012). Research on readability assessment thus has shifted
towards broader linguistic modeling of syntactic,
lexical, and discourse complexity based on elaborate Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipelines
and successfully adopted features from SLA research (Feng et al., 2010; Vajjala and Meurers,
2012). Measures of discourse and textual cohesion
were also shown to be highly relevant for readability assessment (Crossley et al., 2008, 2011; Feng
et al., 2009), as well as psycho-linguistic measures of language use (Chen and Meurers, 2017;
Weiss and Meurers, 2018). While most work on
readability assessment was conducted for English,
the findings have also been corroborated for other
languages such as French (François and Fairon,
2012), Italian (Dell’Orletta et al., 2011), and German (Vor der Brück et al., 2008; Hancke et al.,
2012; Weiss and Meurers, 2018).
These data-driven machine learning approaches
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2.3

Functional Illiteracy

server

client

Two major studies have addressed the issue of
functional illiteracy in Germany: The lea. - Literalitätsentwicklung von Arbeitskräften study (“literacy development for workers”) and the leo. Level-One study.2 They defined degrees of (functional) illiteracy and severely low reading and
writing abilities. They define functional illiteracy
as reading and writing skills at which individual
sentences may be written or read, but not coherent
texts even if they are short. Severely low reading
and writing abilities are above the level of functional illiteracy, but at this level literacy competence is still highly limited and does not exceed
short or intermediate texts. In the course of these
studies, the so called Alpha Levels were developed to systematically address degrees of limited
literacy in the German population (Riekmann and
Grotlüschen, 2011). Alpha levels range from Alpha 1 to Alpha 6. Reading and writing skills at
Alpha Levels 1 to 3 constitute functional illiteracy,
while Alpha Levels 4 to 6 describe varying degrees
of low literacy. Table 1 displays the reading skill
dimension of these levels.
We used these descriptions of reading and writing competencies across Alpha Levels to derive
corresponding criteria reading materials have to
adhere to in order to be suitable for the respective
Alpha Levels. We excluded Alpha Levels 1 and
2, because these only apply to the character and
word level and are thus not applicable to queries
for texts. We henceforth refer to these reading levels as Alpha readability levels (Alpha 3 to 6 and
above Alpha). We elaborate on our approach in
Section 3.3.

Begin Search

Web Search
Bing Search API

Text Extraction
Boilerpipe API

Linguistic Analysis
Stanford CoreNLP
front-end

Alpha Readability
Level Classification
rule-based approach

Reranking,
Filtering by Alpha
Readability Level,
Visualization

Figure 1: Overview of the KANSAS’s workflow.

also provide reading level based filtering of texts.
However, unlike previous information retrieval
systems, we go beyond simple readability formulas and employ a more linguistically-informed approach to readability assessment.
3.1

Technical Implementation

KANSAS is a web-based application developed
in Java using the Google Web Toolkit (GWT).
The technical architecture including web search,
crawling, parsing, and ranking is based on FLAIR
(Chinkina et al., 2016): Remote Procedure Calls
(RPC) are used for client server communication.
The BING Web Search API version 5.03 is employed for the web search and the Boilerpipe Java
API4 for text extraction. The linguistic preprocessing is performed using Stanford CoreNLP.5
The BM25 IR algorithm (Robertson and Walker,
1994) is used to combine the weights for content
fit and linguistic constructions. For the front-end
design, we use GWT Material Design6 .

3 System Description
KANSAS focuses on the reranking of content
queries based on the prioritization of specific
grammatical constructions. With this, we follow
the approach outlined by Chinkina et al. (2016).
For this, we ported some linguistic constructions
from FLAIR to German and implemented new
constructions that are relevant to the contexts of
German illiteracy and L2 reading acquisition. Furthermore, we introduced the de-prioritization of
grammatical constructions into our system to accommodate for the special needs of adult literacy teaching contexts. As previous systems, we

3.2

Workflow

Figure 1 illustrates our system architecture and
workflow. While the system’s basic architecture
strongly resembles the FLAIR pipeline described
in Chinkina et al. (2016), we did not merely reimplement FLAIR. We systematically redesigned
the components web search, text extraction, linguistic analysis, and ranking to German, and ex3
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/
cognitive-services/bing-web-search-api/
4
https://boilerpipe-web.appspot.com/
5
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
6
https://github.com/GwtMaterialDesign

2
http://blogs.epb.uni-hamburg.de/lea/,
http://blogs.epb.uni-hamburg.de/leo/.
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Level

Reading skills

Alpha 1
Alpha 2
Alpha 3
Alpha 4
Alpha 5/6

pre-literal reading (character level)
constructs meaning at word level
constructs meaning at sentence level
constructs meaning at test level and knows high-frequent words
increasingly literate at intermediate text length

Table 1: Definition of Alpha Levels (cf. Riekmann and Grotlüschen, 2011, p. 28, Table 1).

tended them to the special needs context of adult
literacy teaching. Furthermore, we developed a
readability filter performing a refined and empirically grounded classification of texts into Alpha
readability levels.
Web search. The workflow starts with the
client sending a search query to the server.
On server side, the BING Web Search API is
prompted to query for relevant search results.
While FLAIR filters these results by discarding all
texts containing less than 100 words, we set the
lower word limit to 10 words and additionally discard all texts with more than 400 words as these
are necessarily unsuited for adult literacy classes.
Text extraction. To remove boilerplate and
template strings that do not belong to the websites’ main textual content, we make use of the ArticleExtractor included in the Boilerpipe Java API.
We chose this extractor, which has been trained on
news articles, after piloting the performance of all
available filters.
Linguistic analysis/preprocessing. We use the
Stanford CoreNLP API to extract linguistic annotations from the resulting plain texts. We use the
German shift-reduce model for parsing.
Alpha level classification. Based on the linguistic analysis, we compute a set of features to
determine a text’s Alpha readability level. We assign these levels to texts following a rule-based
approach, which is outlined in more detail in Section 3.3 and evaluated in Section 4.2.
Ranking, filtering, and visualization. On the
client side, the user is asked to wait until the analysis is completed. Afterwards, the user can inspect
the linguistically analyzed query results. Figure 2
shows how the results are displayed to the user:
The settings panel on the left contains range sliders that allow the user to set priority weights to
a broad range of linguistic constructions. Setting
a construction’s weight to a negative value penalizes texts containing the construction, while positive values cause higher ranks. Each time a slider

is changed, the results are reranked accordingly
and the construction gets highlighted in the text
preview window on the right. This may either be
used for verification of the automatic analysis or
as visual enhancement for teaching purposes. The
performance of this feature is evaluated in Section 4.1. Additionally, user may filter query results for certain Alpha readability levels. We also
re-implemented FLAIR’s visualization perspective
which allows to inspect the occurrences of constructions across texts.
3.3

Main Algorithms

KANSAS is based on two main algorithms: The
first algorithm concerns the extraction of linguistic
constructions from a textual document. This algorithm is relevant for two important functionalities:
First, users are given the possibility to rank search
results by prioritizing and de-prioritizing certain
linguistic constructions. Second, the constructions
are visually enhanced within the text preview (cf.
Figure 2). The second algorithm classifies texts
into Alpha readability levels.
The algorithm for the detection of the constructions is based on our NLP preprocessing pipeline.
In total, 85 construction types are annotated on
sentence-, phrase-, or token-level based on part-ofspeech (POS) annotations and constituency trees.
On the sentence-level, we extract sentence types
(e.g., simple or complex sentences) and question
types (e.g., wh-questions). On the phrase-level,
subordinate clause types (e.g., relative clauses) are
extracted. On the word-level, we annotate properties of verbs, adjectives, nouns, negations, determiners, pronouns and prepositions. We use
Tregex to identify patterns in parse trees based
on regular expressions (Levy and Andrew, 2006).
While FLAIR, too, makes use of Tregex patterns,
we newly implemented all patterns to fit the German syntax and POS tags. We excluded constructions that are not relevant for German, such as
long and short form adjective comparative con-
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Figure 2: KANSAS’s interface: This view displays the search results for the query Demokratie (“democracy”). On
the settings panel on the left, the user can assign weights to linguistic constructions and filter for Alpha readability
levels. The preview panel on the right highlights selected constructions.

one adopting guidelines for Easy-to-Read materials as done in previous work (cf. Section 2.2). Following the ability-based descriptions of degrees of
functional illiteracy allows us to differentiate reading levels within the reach of readers with low literacy skills. Furthermore, unlike text production
guidelines, German Alpha Levels specify concrete
thresholds for most of their linguistic characteristics, which allows us to evaluate materials without
using reference corpora containing reading materials that were verified to be suited for readers with
low literacy skills. This is crucial for our approach
given that such corpora are not freely available for
German.

structions. We also implemented new constructions that are specifically relevant for the contexts
of German and adult literacy classes, such as various constructions used for the elaboration of the
German nominal domain and verb position features. The performance of this algorithm is evaluated in sections 4.1.
The second crucial algorithm employed in
KANSAS is a sophisticated readability filter for
Alpha readability levels. In order to find texts
that match the reading skills of the intended target group, we developed a theoretically grounded
algorithm to identify readability levels for functional illiterates. We based this rule-based algorithm on the operationalization of criteria for the
identification of functional illiteracy levels (Alpha 3 to Alpha 6) (cf. Section 2.3). We used
the detailed ability-based descriptions provided
by Gausche et al. (2014) and Kretschmann and
Wieken (2010) to derive robust operationalizations
of each Alpha Level in terms of concrete text characteristics along the dimensions of text length,
sentence length, sentence structure, tense patterns,
and word length and extract all linguistic features
relevant for this assessment from our NLP preprocessing pipeline.7 We preferred this approach over
7

4 System Evaluation
We have evaluated both of KANSAS’s core algorithms in two pilot studies. First, we tested the
performance of our linguistic construction identification algorithm for a subset of five linguistic
constructions. Second, we evaluated the performance of our readability assessment algorithm by
comparing it to the performance of a human expert
annotator.
in Figure 3.

The complete algorithm may be found in the Appendix
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4.1

for each target construction as well as the amount
of observed constructions on which the results are
based. On average we observe a satisfactory per-

Identification of Linguistic Constructions

We analyzed five target constructions from our list
of overall 85 linguistic constructions. We chose
four constructions that are extracted using Tregex
patterns, because these are more elaborate and
thus more prone to errors. We also chose one construction that is solely based on Stanford CoreNLP
POS tags to compare its performance to the other
constructions. Furthermore, we only chose constructions that are particularly relevant for adult
literacy classes. This resulted in the following target constructions:

Construction

N

Prec

Rec

F1

Complex sentences
haben-perfect
Participle verbs
Adjectival attributes
LSB + RSB
Mean score

43
15
42
59
31
38

.788
1.00
.929
.946
.893
.911

.953
.867
.929
.593
.806
.830

.863
.929
.929
.729
.847
.859

Table 2: Performance of identification of linguistic
constructions.

Complex sentences are sentences that contain
more than one clause, e.g., Ich spiele und du
liest (“I am playing and you are reading”).

formance across all target constructs. However,
the low recall we observe for adjectival noun attributes (rec. = .593) indicates that our algorithm
may yet be improved. A qualitative analysis of
the false negative instances showed that in coordinated adjectival noun attributes the second adjectival attribute is often but not always missed by
the algorithm. We are currently investigating the
cause for this. However, this issue is less pressing
for the system’s overall performance, since high
precision is more important for the prioritization
and visual enhancement of target constructions.
Overall, these preliminary findings are encouraging and give us crucial insights into which aspects of our algorithm require more performance
tuning. We are continuing to evaluate all constructions identified by KANSAS and to further improve on our construction identification algorithm.

Haben perfect is the simple perfect formed with
haben (“to have”), e.g., Ich habe geschlafen
(“I have slept”).
Participle verbs are verbs in the non-finite form
that is used to form periphrastic tenses such
as simple perfect and past perfect.
Adjectival attributes are adjectives that are attributes to noun phrases, e.g., der grüne Ball
(“the green ball”).
LSB + RSB clauses are clauses that contain at
least two verb components which are separated by an arbitrary amount of language material in the center of the clause, e.g., Sie hat
in der Mensa gegessen. (“She ate in the canteen”).8

4.2
To evaluate how robustly the algorithm identifies these constructions, we analyzed five to ten articles for each target construction. We performed
queries with our system for several search terms
and selected the highest ranking of 40 documents
after re-ranking the query results by prioritizing
the respective target construction.9 We collected
articles until we observed a sufficient amount of
instances for each target construction (15 to 59).
Table 2 reports precision, recall, and f-measure

Identification of Readability Levels

We conducted a preliminary evaluation of our
readability level filter by matching its ratings
against human expert judgments in terms of interrater reliability. For this, we crawled N = 68
texts from websites that offer reading materials
for functional illiterates and German L2 learners.
We let a human annotate these texts, who was
considered an expert because she had extensively
studied the ability-based descriptions of functional
illiteracy levels by Gausche et al. (2014) and
Kretschmann and Wieken (2010) as well as the example material provided by them in the months
prior to the annotation procedure. The human
annotations were based on annotation guidelines
that we derived from the same ability-based Alpha
Level descriptions we used for the design of our
rule-based algorithm (Weiss and Geppert, 2018).

8

We refer to this type of clause as LSB + RSB clause as
a shorthand for left sentence bracket + right sentence bracket
clauses, which are names for the respective positions of the
verb components in the Topological Field Model (Wöllstein,
2014).
9
We used the following query terms: Demokratie
(“democracy”), Bundestag (the German federal parliament),
Chancengleichheit (“equal opportunity”), and Bildungsmassnahme (“educational measures”).
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We then automatically rated the same texts with
our Alpha readability classifier and calculated the
inter-rater reliability (IRR) of the ratings. This
procedure allowed us to obtain a preliminary evaluation of the performance of our algorithm despite
the lack of a suited Gold Standard.
Before we calculated the IRR, we tested for
prevalence using the Stuart Maxwell test for
marginal homogeneity but did not find any significant prevalence. We also tested for rater bias
by calculating the coefficient of systematic bias
between two raters but did not find any significant bias. Accordingly, we calculated Cohen’s
κ (Cohen, 1960) and observed substantial agreement between the human expert and our algorithm
(κ = .63). We additionally calculated weighted
κw (Cohen, 1968) in order to account for the ordinal structure in our data. Following Hallgren
(2012) we chose quadratic weights to differentiate between degrees of disagreement between two
raters. We observe near perfect agreement for
quadratic weighted κ (κw = .90). All analyses
were conducted using used the R package IRR (v.
0.84).10
While the described procedure is only an initial
pilot study, which is limited in terms of its validity due to the lack of a second annotator, it already
shows highly promising results. We are now addressing the limitations of the pilot by evaluating
the robustness of the readability algorithm as well
as of our human rater guidelines in a more elaborate study with 300 additional texts rated by two
human annotators.

Our exemplary analysis of the performance of the
identification of linguistic constructions shows a
promising overall performance with high f-scores
across four out of five constructions ranging from
0.85 to 0.93. The rule-based algorithm which rates
the readability of texts was compared with the performance of a human expert annotator. We observed high agreement results with a Cohen’s κ
value of 0.63 and weighted κw of 0.9. We tuned
our readability algorithm specifically towards the
target group of German functionally illiterates by
basing it on the German official criteria for the
identification of functional illiteracy levels.
Our pilot studies successfully demonstrate the
robustness of our algorithms in real-life applications. The web system is platform-independent
and freely available online. While some of the
functionality is also featured in previous work on
the FLAIR system for English, we also provide
novel features such as a sophisticated readability filter and the de-prioritization of constructions.
Furthermore, this is the first search engine for German functional illiteracy contexts. Due to our incorporation of important insights from SLA research, KANSAS is also suited for the use in GSL
contexts.
Our next steps include to further refine
KANSAS’s performance and to conduct more
elaborate evaluation studies for both algorithms.
Furthermore, we are currently conducting usability studies in which teaching practitioners from
the fields of adult literacy and GSL acquisition are
evaluating KANSAS in terms of its suitability for
real-life use.

5 Conclusion & Outlook
KANSAS is the first web search engine designed
to identify texts for German functional illiterates
or German as a Second Language. The system
supports the flexible (de)prioritization and visual
enhancement of 85 linguistic constructions that
are important for German adult literacy teaching and GSL learning contexts. Our theoretically
grounded readability algorithm is specifically calibrated towards the needs of functional illiterates.
It thus addresses the issue that most reading materials that may be found on the Internet are illsuited for the special reading needs of functional
illiterates.
We presented KANSAS’s main features and
evaluated its key algorithms in two pilot studies.
10
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Appendices
↓A\H→

α3

α4

α5

α6

above α

α3
α4
α5
α6
above α

22
3
0
0
0

7
4
0
0
0

0
0
10
1
2

0
2
0
6
0

0
0
0
3
8

Table 3: Raw annotation counts for readability assessment performance pilot (A: algorithm; H: human).

/**
* Assign Alpha readability level given computed features
*
* @return DocumentReadabilityLevel The document’s Alpha readability level
*/
public DocumentReadabilityLevel computeReadabilityLevel() {
if (wordsPerSentence <= 10
&& nSentences <= 5
&& syllablesPerToken <= 3
&& pastPerfectsPerFiniteVerb == 0
&& future1sPerFiniteVerb == 0
&& future2sPerFiniteVerb == 0
&& depClausesPerSentence <= 0.5
&& presentPerfectsPerFiniteVerb <= 0.5
&& typesFoundInSubtlexPerLexicalType >= 0.95) {
alphaLevel = LEVEL_3;
} else if (wordsPerSentence <= 10
&& nSentences <= 10
&& syllablesPerToken <= 5
&& pastPerfectsPerFiniteVerb == 0
&& future1sPerFiniteVerb == 0
&& future2sPerFiniteVerb == 0) {
alphaLevel = LEVEL_4;
} else if (wordsPerSentence <= 12
&& nSentences <= 15
&& pastPerfectsPerFiniteVerb == 0) {
alphaLevel = LEVEL_5;
} else if (wordsPerSentence <= 12
&& nSentences <= 20) {
alphaLevel = LEVEL_6;
} else {
alphaLevel = LEVEL_N;
}
return alphaLevel;
}

Figure 3: A Java code snippet of the algorithm that assigns Alpha readability levels to texts given features such as
the number of words per sentence or the number of syllables per token.
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